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~c?Molecular dynamics (MD) simulationsfor three separately parameterized embedded atom metho
o(EAM) function sets are used to determine the liquid/vapor surface tension -y for Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, .fl

and Au. The three EAM models differ in both the functional forms employed and the fitting@ ~ ~
procedure used. All the EAM potentials underestimate-ybut one of the models performs consistently ~ ~ @
better than the others. We show that including a correction to the local charge density associated .s @’J
with gradients in the density together with exploiting the invariance of the EAM bulk potential to
appropriate transformations in the charge density can lead to improved values-for -y, as well as for
solid free surface energies, within existing EAM function sets.

Using atomistic simulations to study physical pro-
cesses on surfaces calls for length and time scales which
are large relative to the complexity of the correspond-
ing calculations. Thin film growth, liquid alloy wetting
and spreading, and corrosion are phenomena related to
many technologies which stand to benefit from the knowl-
edge gained via large scale atomistic surface simulations.
Computational resources are increasing and such calcula-
tions are now feasible so greater scrutiny is being applied
to the performance of existing interatomic potentials at
predicting surface energetic of materials. In many in-
stances, the scale of simulation necessary precludes the
use of first principles calculations so there is a need for
accurate empirical interatomic potential functions which
can be applied via classical Monte Carlo (MC) or molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations.

A popular choice of interatomic potential for simulat-
ing metals is the embedded atom method (EAM) which
employs a multibody contribution to the binding energy
of an atom that has been demonstrated to overcome de-
ficiencies in pair potentials used for simulating metals
[1]. The EAM has physical origins in density functional
theory but is an empirical potential which is only slightly
more difficult to implement than a pair potential. A large
body of prior work exists applying the EAM to properties
of metals including bulk, surface, point defect, and alloy
behavior [2]. This model has also been used to study
properties of liquid metak [3–5] as well as dynamic pro-
cesses such as deposition [6] and indentation [7]. One
shortcoming of many parameterizations for metals within
the EAM is the underprediction of surface energetic in
both the solid [2] and liquid [3] states. Some part of this
deficiency, however, is directly related to the fitting pro-
cedure used when creating an EAM function set which
accounts for some models performing better than others.

The energy of a system of ~ atoms in the EAM is

E,= & [F’i(p2) + ; ~ Aj(R)] . (1)
i=1 j+i

Here pi is the local charge density at atom i,

(2)
j#i

where pj a(R) is the spherically symmetric electron den-
sity contributed by atom j at a distance R from atom
i. The embedding term Fi (pi) is the energy associated
with embedding atom i into an electron density pi and
$ij (R) is a pair potentiti between atoms i and j sepa-
rated by distance R. An EAM function set for a single
metal is composed of pja (R), #ij (R), and Fi (pi). There

is no single way to determine these functions but a typ-
ical approach is to assume some physically appropriate
mathematical forms and fit the resulting parameters to
experimentally measured material properties. The cutoff
for pja (R) and @ij (R) is also a fitting parameter, whose
value is typically from one to five neighbor shells in the
fcc crystal. Many function sets have been developed em-
ploying only bulk data. If surface data was included, it
was not highly weighted in the fitting. This is one rea-
son why most of these parameterizations do not perform
well when used to quantitatively predict surface proper-
ties where the charge densities are significantly different
from those in the bulk crystal.

One way of improving EAM surface energetic predic-
tions is to fit new potential functions to available surface
experimental data relevant to the intended application
of the model. This, however, runs the risk of achiev-
ing less success in bulk thermodynamic predictions and
entails the obvious labor associated with creating poten-
tials. With the plethora of EAM functions in the litera-
ture, it is useful to investigate ways of reconciling their
surface prediction accuracy. One method that has been
proposed to achieve this [8] and demonstrated to work for
the (110) surface reconstruction of Au [9] involves adding
corrections to the argument of the embedding function
related to the local gradient, or nonuniformity, in the
charge density:

Fi(pi + ~V2pi + ,B]Vp~12). (3)
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Density functional theory demonstrates that these are
the lowest order terms related to charge nonuniformity
upon which the embedding energy depends [8]. Because
such corrections are zero in the equilibrium crystal, they
do not alter bulk calculations and the parameters a and ~
can be fit to relevant experimental surface data. For Au,
Roelofs et al. [9] found that they were able to correct
inaccurate predictions of the relative stability of (110)
surface reconstructions using this approach. They as-
sumed a = O since gradients near surfaces are expected
to be fairly significant. Additionally, the EAM cohesive
energy is invariant under the transformations:

Fi,c (pi) = Fi (pi) + c~i

!hj,c(R) = #ij (R) – W%”(R) – cPja(R), (4)

where c is an arbitrary constant. Roelofs et al. point
out that exponential functions were used for pia (R) in
their work and, as such, the Laplacians are proportional
to the charge densities and would therefore represent
such a transformation. They also point out that these
transformed functions respond differently to the correc-
tion term ~1Vpi 12and suggest this as an additional route
to improve the treatment of surface properties [9].

Herein we test twelve existing EAM function sets for
their ability to predict liquid/vapor surface tension ~.
In all cases, we find results that are less than experi-
ment. We investigate correcting this deficiency by ap-
plying Eq. [3] and demonstrate that the degree of success
obtained depends on the shape of Fi (pi). We then apply
Eq. [4] to alter the shape of the embedding functions in an
attempt to further improve surface predictions through
Eq. [3]. Solid free surface energies from the models are
demonstrated to benefit from this same approach.

The EAM function sets used are due to Foiles et al.
[10,11], Voter and Chen [12], and Mishin et al. [13]; we
refer to them as FBD, VC and MFMP, respectively [14].
For FBD and VC, there are function sets for Al, Ni, Cu,
Ag, and Au; for MFMP there are sets for Al and Ni. The
FBD functions were fit to experimental data associated
with charge densities near bulk equilibrium and #ij (R)
is purely repulsive. The VC functions were fit similarly
but with the inclusion of the diatomic molecule strength.

dij (R) in the VC model is a Morse function with an at-
tractive regime. The MFMP functions were formed from
arbitrary cubic splines and the fitting employed a test-
ing phase that involved ab hitio calculated energetic
of structures with charge densities far from bulk equi-
librium. The methodology used by the three groups to
arrive at their function sets was sufficiently different to
suspect that differences in y prediction could be related
to aspects of the potential creation.

Semi-periodic liquid slabs of 3200 atoms were main-
tained at constant T with a Berendsen thermostat [15]
and a time step of 0.5 ~s. Starting from an fcc crystal,
the slabs were melted and equilibrated for at least 1 ns.

Other temperatures were studied by reequilibrating the
system for 250 ps. Data runs 1 ns in duration were then
carried out for each T of interest. The mechanical defi-
nition was used to calculate T and the simulation dura-
tions were long enough that statistical error was below
5% for all T. Solid free surface energies were calculated
by allowing the relevant surface to relax at T = 5 K for
50 ps and then gathering statistics over another 50 ps.
Comparisons between some of our results and prior solid
surface calculations [10,16] indicate this method is suffi-
cient for our purposes. By using a time average of the
local charge gradient that was updated every 2000 steps,
the gradient in the bulk region was negligible compared
to the local charge density.

Figure 1 is a plot of -y for Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, and Au; re-
sults from the simulations as well as experiment [17] are
shown. Only for Al in the VC model is there good agree-
ment with experiment. In almost all the cases studied,
the experimental surface tension is underestimated by
20% to 60%. While ambiguity exists in the experimental
literature for ~, the magnitude of this discrepancy is, in
most cases, too large to attribute to anything but defi-
ciencies in the models. However, qualitative features of
the predictions agree well with experiment: the ordering
of metals by y is correct in all models and there is lit-
tle dependence of -y on T. In all cases, the VC model
performs best, followed by the MFMP model, and then
the FBD model. Considering the narrow range of charge
density probed by the function fitting for FBD, it is not
surprising that the energy of a structure far from the bulk
fcc crystal, such as a liquid surface, would not be de-
scribed well by this model. Both the VC and the MFMP
models employ a wider range of charge density states in
their function fitting which at least partly explains their
better performance.

To examine the effect of adding charge density gradient
contributions to the argument of the embedding function,
Ni and Au in both the FBD and VC models were stud-
ied. As in prior work [9], we set a = O and study the
effect of varying /?. Observation of Eq. [3] shows that
the argument to the embedding function is increased for
positive charge gradient corrections (/3 > O). For Au
in the VC model, Roelofs et al. identified a range of ~
(0.6 S .0< 1.2) which was physically reasonable based
on the relative stability of the (1 x 1), (1 x 2), and (1
x 3) reconstructions of the (110) surface. To more thor-
oughly examine the effect of this correction, we present
in Fig. 2 results for ~ versus ~ for /3 = –2.0 to 2.0. Data
for both Ni and Au show that positive charge gradient
corrections improve the prediction of ~ for the VC model.
For VC Au within the physically reasonable range of B
the model underpredicts experiment by 25Y0. Extending
,6 to 2.0 reduces the deviation between experiment and
model but not very much. For Ni in the VC model, how-
ever, T increases much more rapidly with /3 so that for
/? = 0.5 the deviation between model and experiment is
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less than 10Yo. Considering the variation in experimen-
tal data, this is acceptable. Increasing /3 for the FBD
model is seen to steadily decrease -y. Negative charge
gradient corrections improve y predictions for both Au
and Ni in the FBD model. At B = –2.0 for Ni and –1.5
for Au, the deviation between model and experiment has
been reduced but is still 40% (the Au system was un-
stable for ~ S – 1.5). While data for one temperature
is shown, similar results for both models were obtained
upon changing T.

The intent of the charge density correction term is to
place a penalty on the presence of charge gradients so
that defect structures, like surfaces, would have a higher
energy. With the arbitrary nature of EAM functions,
however, it is not implicit which direction one should
shift along F~(pi) to cause an energetic penalty. Obser-
vation of the embedding functions and identification of
the approximate value of charge density for atoms in the
bulk and surface clarifies this. While it is true that the
charge goes from a bulk liquid value to zero through the
surface region, atoms in the surface experience, on av-
erage, a charge density no less than about 40% of the
bulk value. As such, identifying a relevant range in pi on
Fi(pi) is straightforward. At the very least, the upper
limit of this range can be taken fairly literally. Figure 3
shows Fi (pi) for Ni and Au for both the FBD and VC
models. For Ni in the FBD model and Au in both mod-
els, there are also transformed versions of each function
Fi,c (pi) which will be dkcussed below; the untransformed
functions are shown with solid curves. The relevant range
of pi in a liquid surface simulation for each model is indi-
cated with bars at the top of the figures. The difference
in charge density range for the FBD and VC models is
apparent. For both metals in the VC model, the rele-
vant range of charge density is a region of positive slope
in Fi (pi). The opposite is true for both metals in the
FBD model. Therefore, for the VC model, an increase in
energy is achieved by increasing the argument to the em-
bedding function via positive values of /3. For the FBD
model, an energetic penalty is achieved by shifting in the
opposite direction, that is, for ~ <0.

The change in surface tension withr~ is dependent
upon both the magnitude of gradients in the surface and
the local slope of Fi (pi). Eq. [4] allows one to alter the
slope of Fi (pi) giving Fi,c (pi). As discussed above, the
sign of @ which achieves an increase in ~ is dependent
upon the sign of the slope of F; (pi). As such, a greater in-
crease may be realized if the steepness of Fi (pi ) is greater,
that is, if the magnitude of the slope is increased. For
VC functions with positive slope, this means using c >0
while the opposite is true for FBD. This is further em-
phasized in Fig. 3 where we present transformed embed-
ding functions Fi,c (pz) for Ni in the FBD model and Au
in both the FBD and VC models. The short and long
dashed curves are for c = –100 and c = 25, respec-
tively (only F2,c(pi) for c = 25 is shown for VC Au). To

demonstrate the effect of combining Eq. [3] with Eq. [4],
in Fig. 2 we present T versus @ obtained using trans-
formed function sets (solid symbols). For Au and Ni in
the FBD model we use c = – 100 and for Au in the VC
model we use c = 25 (since ~ for Ni in the VC model
responded so strongly to ~ for c = O, we did not ex-
periment with transforming that function set). Results
for -y from transformed functions are identical to those
from untransformed functions for /3 = O. For Au in the
VC model, Fi,. (pi) results in a stronger response of ~ to
,B such that, for ~ = 2.0, the model predicts -y within
5% of experiment. For both metaJs in the FBD model,
the success is much less. In fact, Au in the transformed
FBD model has a very limited range of/3 for which the
system is stable and, within that range, there is no im-
provement of ~. Fi,c(pi) for FBD Ni does not suffer from
the same instability problems as Au in the range of @
studied but for /3 = –2.0, the model still underpredicts
experiment by 30Y0. The FBD model employs a purely
repulsive pair term so that all attraction is provided by
the embedding term. Furthermore, the range of charge
density accessed by the model is narrow and close to O.
These two attributes combine so that, when using nega-
tive charge gradient contributions, the embedding term
will eventually go to zero resulting in system instability.
This also places a very obvious upper limit on the in-
crease in y that can be achieved with this method. The
VC model is both more robust and responsive to the
combination of transforming the functions and adding
charge gradient contributions. Fig. 3 demonstrates that
the embedding function for VC Au is more analogous
after transformation to Fi (pi) for VC Ni. Two observa-
tions can be made: 1) EAM models which employ a wider
range of charge density respond better to the inclusion
of charge gradient contributions and 2) the response of
surface energetic to these corrections is most desirable
when the model is operating in a range of pi where Fi (pi)

has positive and appreciable slope. While a large value
of c could be used to create transformed FBD embedding
functions with such a slope, the narrow range of pi ac-
cessed might still limit the success of this method. While
detailed discussion must be reserved for a forthcoming
publication, results obtained from FBD and VC models
for other metals as well as from the MFMP model further
bear out these observations.

Ref. [9] demonstrates that low temperature surface en-
ergies for reconstructions of Au (110) in the VC model
order properly only within a narrow region of P at c = O.
It is therefore important to calculate solid free surface
energies using charge gradient corrections and, where ap-
plicable, transformed function sets. A requirement for all
models is that the appropriate stability of the (1 x 1) and
(1 x 2) reconstructions of the (110) surface is predicted.
Additionally, it is required that proper energetic order-
ing of the (100), (110), and (111) surfaces is predicted.
Thorough discussion of solid surface data must also be



reserved but the only limitation these requirements place
on the current results is for VC Au. Similar to Roelofs
et al. for c = O, we find (for c = 25) that the (1 x 1)
reconstruction of the Au (110) surface becomes stable
relative to (1 x 2) between ~ = 1.0 and 1.5. However,
this still corresponds with significant improvement over
the untransformed function set. Furthermore, we have
not performed a search for optimized combinations of c
and /3. A final point about solid surface data is that sim-
ilar improvement in the magnitude of solid free surface
energies was found as for liquid/vapor surface tension.
Clearly, it is desirable to use the same value of c and /3
across temperature and phase space and results obtained
demonstrate this is possible.

The use of charge gradient corrections in conjunction
with appropriate transformations of EAM function sets
can provide surface energy predictions in excellent agree-
ment with experiment for solid and liquid phase metals.
The degree of success obtained depends on the shape
of embedding functions within the model as well as the
range of charge density over which the model operates.
This extension of the EAM is only marginally more diffi-
cult to implement than a standard EAM and can produce
empirical interatomic functions with excellent quantita-
tive surface predictions.
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FIG. 1. Surface tension versus 2’ for Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, and
Au. Data are shown for FBD (triangles), MFMP (circles),
and VC (squares) models as well as experiment [17] (stars).
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FIG. 3. The embedding functions for c = O (solid), –100
(short dash), and 25 (long dash) for a) Ni and b) Au. Data
from the FBD model are shown in the lower curves and VC in
the upper curves. Horizontal hash marks at the top of each
figure show the relevant range of pi in the liquid phase for
each model.
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FIG. 2. Surface tension versus @ for Ni (2’ = 1800K) and
Au (2’ = 1475K) for the FBD (triangles) and VC (squares)
models. Open symbols show data for c = O; closed sym-
bols show data for transformed functions for Au in both FBD
(c = –100) and VC (c = 25) models and for Ni in FBD
(c = –100). The horizontal dashed lines on each plot indi-
cate the experimental value of y.
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